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“That’s it? Is it over?” someone from the crowd asked. Everyone stood there, 
their eyes fixed on the unmoving Dragon Bell, completely taken aback by the 
unexpectedly swift end. 

Thump! Thump! Thump! Suddenly, Dragon Bell began to resonate from 
within. “Let me out! Let me out!” Windshadow was still alive, roaring fiercely 
inside Dragon Bell.. 

“I told you I’ll beat the shit out of you. Even if you turn into a demon, I’ll still 
beat the shit out of you,” Kai said. He reached out his right hand into the void, 
and in an instant, a mallet appeared in his grasp! 

Without hesitation, he forcefully struck the bell with the mallet! 

Clang! A crisp sound resonated, followed by a menacing aura that emanated 
from Dragon. Bell, spreading outward in all directions. Upon realizing the 
situation, the crowd swiftly sought shelter, wary of the impending impact. 

“Ah!” Windshadow, who was still trapped in Dragon Bell, shrieked in agony. 
Seeing that, Kai struck the bell with the mallet once more. 

Clang! The tremors of Dragon Bell were so powerful that they shattered the 
barriers surrounding the arena into countless pieces. Those who had run far 
away to avoid the impact were not immune to the tremors, which left them 
feeling disoriented and dizzy. 

Even Kai himself turned ashen-faced. He coughed up a mouthful of blood and 
knelt on the ground, supporting himself with one foot. The immense recoil 
force generated by Dragon Bell inflicted severe injuries upon Kai. 

Despite his dwindling spiritual energy, Kai persevered and continued striking 
the bell with the mallet. If it were not for his resilient physique, he would have 
succumbed to the overpowering shockwaves long ago. 

“Go to hell!” Kai gritted his teeth. Despite his weakened state, Kai mustered all 
his strength and, with sheer determination, swung the mallet once again, 
striking Dragon Bell for the third time. 



Clang! With a resounding bell toll, the arena could not longer withstand the 
force and collapsed instantly, engulfed in billowing smoke and debris. 

All eyes were fixed on the wreckage as the smoke gradually cleared. Amidst 
the aftermath, Kai, his body drenched in blood, summoned his remaining 
strength and determination to rise to his feet. 

The Dragon Bell slowly ascended into the air, shrinking in size until it finally 
disappeared into Kai’s Storage Ring. As for Windshadow, who was trapped 
inside Dragon Bell, he had been reduced to a pile of flesh, emitting a repulsive 
odor as bodily fluids seeped from his remains. 

Everyone blanched in horror at the sight. Windmist abruptly stood up, 
clenching his teeth as his eyes flickered with hatred. Sigwin, standing above 
the arena of Gate of Earth, looked at Windshadow with an empty gaze. 

Quindon wore an indescribable expression on his face. Kayden, Claus, and 
the others were all so shocked that they were bereft of words. 

Kai paid no heed to Windshadow. He approached Blazing Tiger, crouched 
down, and tenderly caressed it. Had it not been for its unwavering defense, 
Kai would have been the one who would have collapsed earlier. 

Kai wanted to rescue the beast, but at that point, he lacked the ability to do so. 
Sensing Kai’s intention, Blazing Tiger extended its tongue to lick his hand and 
emitted a series of low growls. 

Not long after, it expelled its beast core, which rolled into Kai’s hand. With 
that, the beast gradually shut its eyes. As the crowd fixed their gaze on the 
beast core resting in Kai’s hand, a blend of jealousy and greed flickered in 
their eyes. 

As the people’s scrutiny intensified, Kai slowly got to his feet. He cast a firm 
sideways glance at the crowd and noticed each person displayed a unique 
expression. Seconds later, his vision turned blurry, and he collapsed to the 
ground. 

“Mr. Chance!” 

“ Kai!” Several individuals swiftly went to Kai’s aid and helped him stand up. 
Chester and Wayne, too, hopped from the elevated platform and landed 
beside Kai. They each took a side and infused Kai with spiritual energy. 



However, as the spiritual energy entered Kai’s body, it failed to produce the 
desired positive effect. Witnessing this, Chester and Wayne swiftly carried Kai 
into the castle where they carefully laid him down. 
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Kai couldn’t fight in his current state, but the battle was to be carried on for the 
next few days. Hence, he could still fight in the later. stages of the battle if he 
could recover in time. 

Even if Kai couldn’t recover in time to continue fighting, his battle with 
Windshadow had made him a popular figure. Nevertheless, the promise made 
to Lamar could never be delivered. Still, Chester wouldn’t mind sacrificing all 
the Gunderson family’s resources for Kai. 

Upon settling Kai down, Chester and the rest returned to the venue of the 
battle. At that point, there was nothing they could do to help Kai recover, so 
they had no choice but to leave him to recuperate on his own. After all, the 
spiritual energy they infused didn’t help Kai one bit. 

Naturally, the battle didn’t end after Kai killed Windshadow. Instead, fightings 
continued in all the arenas at the venue. However, none of the fights could 
attract as much attention from the crowd because they were child’s play 
compared to the one between Kai and Windshadow. 

Soon, the first day of battle came to an end, and everyone went back to the 
castle to rest. During the Secret Realm Conference, no one was allowed to 
leave. 

“Dad, why is Mr. Chance still unconscious?” Evangeline asked when he saw 
Kai lying there with his pale face. If not for the slightest amount of aura left in 
his body, one could actually take him for a dead man! 

“How would I know? None of us can help Mr. Chance recover from the injuries 
he sustained…” Chester was growing anxious, but he knew his hands were 
tied. Right then, Hailey came in with a bowl of oatmeal porridge, and her heart 
was broken the moment she saw Kai. 



“What are you doing here, Ms. Hargreaves?” Chester asked curiously when 
he saw Hailey. All the secret realms have their own respective lounges. Why 
is Hailey here all of a sudden? 

“I made some oatmeal porridge. Perhaps this can help Kai with his injuries,” 
Hailey replied. “Thank you, Ms. Hargreaves, but Mr. Chance is unconscious 
now. He can’t ingest anything,” Chester uttered. 

“Let me try…” Hailey found Chester’s words hard to believe, so she 
approached the bed and fed Kai some food. Despite her efforts, she couldn’t 
get Kai to eat any of the oatmeal. 

“There’s no need to try, Ms. Hargreaves. We tried doing that before, and it 
didn’t work!” Chester urged. Hailey couldn’t help tearing up when she saw the 
state Kai was in. 

Seeing that, Evangeline walked up to Hailey and advised softly, “Ms. 
Hargreaves, perhaps we should just let Mr. Chance rest. Let’s not disturb 
him…” 

Hailey nodded and gradually rose to her feet. Before she left, she spared Kai 
a pitiful glance. 

“We should also leave. Mr. Chance has to rely on his own from now on,” 
Chester advised Evangeline to leave as well. Now, there’s nothing we can do 
but pray for Mr. Chance. 

Three days later, Kai was still unconscious, and there was no sign of him 
waking up anytime soon. As anxious as he was, Chester couldn’t do anything 
but wait. 

“Dad, tomorrow is the last day of the Secret Realm Conference. Will Mr. 
Chance wake up before the Secret Realm Conference ends?” Evangeline 
furrowed her brows. 

“Mr. Chance still looks the same as three days ago. I’m really worried about 
him. What if he doesn’t wake up at all?” Chester heaved a helpless sigh. 

Later that night, Kai was still lying in his room, and his weak aura was the only 
thing keeping him alive. When Kai used the Dragon Bell forcibly, he injured 
himself heavily. However, opportunities would often arise during crises. 



All of a sudden, golden rays could be seen coming out of Kai’s draconic 
essence, and a wave of the Power of Dragons slowly emitted from his body. 
As soon as the wave of the Power of Dragons exited his body, it began to float 
in the air. 
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Soon, the Power of Dragons seemed as though it was told to disappear into a 
void. Within seconds, the void started glowing, and a figure could be seen 
emerging from the void.. Then, a naked lady appeared before Kai. 

If Kai were awake, he could surely recognize at a glance that the naked lady 
with a gorgeous body was Feenix. Feenix’s eyes were filled with sympathy 
when she saw Kai lying motionless in bed. “Master, I’m here to save you…” 

With that, Feenix bent down and kissed Kai on the lips. A bright red orb was 
seen coming out from Feenix’s mouth and into Kai’s body. The moment that 
orb entered Kai’s body, his initially pale complexion turned rosy. 

At the same time, his draconic essence became active and started emitting 
waves of the Power of Dragons. It looked like the Power of Dragons was 
drawing the orb toward it. 

As that was happening, Kai frowned, and his body seemed to be responding. 
Seeing that, Feenix slowly got on top of Kai. 

Feenix furrowed her brows when she felt a stab of excruciating pain shoot 
through her body. While gritting her teeth, Feenix tried her best to stay silent. 

The red orb in Kai’s body then circled around his draconic essence. All of a 
sudden, the supposedly worn-out draconic essence seemed to have 
rejuvenated at that very moment. 

The orb turned into a colorful phoenix, and a golden dragon shot out from the 
draconic essence in Kai’s body. The dragon and the phoenix were constantly 
circling each other. 

At that moment, Kai could feel a surge of endless energy in his body, and he 
turned around to take control of the situation. Feenix gritted her teeth and 
teared up instantly. In order to save Kai, she had no choice but to endure the 



pain. After some time, Feenix became bone-weary, and the red orb started to 
lose its glow. 

Feenix gradually got up after sucking that red orb out of Kai’s body. A satisfied 
smile appeared on her face when she laid eyes on Kai, who was still 
unconscious. “Master, it’s my honor to serve you…” 

With that, Feenix gradually turned invisible before disappearing completely. 

The next morning, Kai opened his eyes abruptly and scanned the room with 
his brows furrowed. Suddenly, he thought of something and quickly lifted the 
blanket. 

He fell into deep thought right away when he saw his naked body. “Was that a 
dream, or did that really happen?” Kai murmured to himself. It felt like a 
dream, but it felt so real! 

While Kai was utterly confounded, Evangeline suddenly entered the room. 
Apparently, she had been going into Kai’s room every morning to see if he 
was awake. 

Evangeline was stunned when she saw Kai sitting on the bed, naked. Kai was 
just as stupefied as she was, and they both stared blankly at each other. 

Around ten seconds later, they finally came back to their senses. While Kai 
was busy covering his body, Evangeline yelled, “You’re finally awake, Mr. 
Chance!” 

With that, Evangeline ignored the fact that Kai was naked and threw herself at 
him emotionally. Consequently, Kai felt a little awkward, and he asked, “Ms. 
Gunderson, h-how long have I been unconscious?” 

“You’ve been in a coma for three days, Mr. Chance. The Secret Realm 
Conference is ending today!” Evangeline answered. “Have I been 
unconscious for so many days?” Kai knitted his brows. He then glanced at 
Evangeline and blushed. “Ms. Gunderson, when I was unconscious, d-did we 
do anything inappropriate?” 

Kai asked that question because he couldn’t tell if what he experienced was a 
dream or reality. Evangeline is the only girl here, right? If what I experienced 
was real, that girl had to be Evangeline. 
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Evangeline was confused. “What do you mean, Mr. Chance?” “Um… Um…” 
Kai was embarrassed and at a loss for words. “Mr. Chance, you can say 
whatever you have in mind.” Evangeline didn’t know what was on Kai’s mind. 

“Ms. Gunderson, did I violate you when I was unconscious?” Kai asked. 
“Violate me?” Evangeline was baffled. “How could you have violated me when 
you were out cold, Mr. Chance?” Kai panicked and blurted, “How do I put 
this… I just want to know if we had s*x when I was unconscious.” 

“Sex? With you?” Evangeline took quite a while to register what she had just 
heard. By the time. she had wrapped her mind around what was happening, 
she blushed and uttered in displeasure, “Mr. Chance, I admit I have feelings 
for you. Since you’ve saved my life before, I can give you what you want 
willingly. I can even offer myself to you now. With that being said, I would 
never take advantage of you when you were unconscious. Although I’m not 
the cream of the crop, I’m not a sl*t either…” 

Kai was rattled when he noticed Evangeline had gotten angry. Knowing that 
Evangeline 

wasn’t the girl he had sex with, he immediately apologized, “I’m so sorry, Ms. 
Hargreaves. That’s not what I meant. It’s just that I thought I did it in my 
dream, but it felt so real. Perhaps that was merely a dream. I was 
overthinking. I’m truly sorry…” 

Kai kept apologizing, hoping that Evangeline would forgive him. Evangeline 
noticed how sincere Kai’s. apologies were, so she knew he was telling the 
truth. While blushing, she asked, “Mr. Chance, why would you have such 
dreams when your already have so many women around you? Could it be that 
you’ve been feeling lonely ever since you got here because you haven’t had a 
female companion?” 

Kai quickly waved dismissively and answered, “No, Ms. Gunderson. You’ve 
got the wrong idea. Although there are many women by my side, I’ve never 
gotten intimate with any of them. To be honest, I’m still a virgin…” 

In order to prevent Evangeline from misunderstanding him, Kai had to tell her 
his deepest secret. Taken aback, Evangeline stared at Kai with her eyes filled 



with admiration. Considering how many women he had around him, she never 
thought Kai could be a virgin. 

“No wonder you would dream about s*x, Mr. Chance. You’re over twenty, and 
you’re still at virgin. If you don’t mind, I’m more than happy to please you, Mr. 
Chance…” 

Evangeline bit her lower lip and started undressing. At that point, Evangeline 
was blushing uncontrollably, and she mustered all the courage she had to 
offer herself to Kai. 

Kai was bewildered. As he watched Evangeline remove her clothes, his 
sexual urge was awakened. However, Kai suppressed his urge and said, 
“Don’t do this, Ms. Gunderson. That’s not what I meant…” 

Tears welled up in Evangeline’s eyes when she saw Kai keeping his eyes 
shut. “Mr. Chance, are you shunning me? Why won’t you lay eyes on me?” 
Evangeline asked. I don’t get it. Even with my clothes on, guys usually have 
trouble taking their eyes off of me! 

“Ms. Gunderson, I’m not shunning you. It’s just that we’re neither married nor 
in a relationship. I would be taking advantage of you if I were to sleep with 
you. Please put your clothes back on before somebody sees this…” 

With that, Kai rushed out of the room. 
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The moment Kai came out of the room, he bumped into Chester, who was on 
his way to check on Kai. Chester was thrilled when he saw Kai up on his feet. 
“You’re awake, Mr. Chance!” Chester exclaimed.. 

“Yes…” Kai nodded. As Kai was talking to Chester, he kept looking in the 
direction of the room. Evangeline is naked in the room! It would be so 
embarrassing if Great Elder were to find out about what had happened! 
Seconds later, Evangeline came out of the room. Surprisingly, Chester smiled 
when he saw her blushing and not fully dressed. 

Kai wanted to explain himself when he saw Chester smiling. However, he 
changed his mind because he knew he would only make things worse by 



coming up with an explanation. Thus, he decided just to let things be. “Is the 
battle still ongoing, Great Elder?” Kai asked. 

“Yes, but today is the last day, so only the expert fighters are left. Mr. Chance, 
perhaps you shouldn’t fight anymore. After all, you’ve just woken up,” Chester 
suggested. Considering Mr. Chance’s current state, he might be too weak to 
face his opponents. After all, the ones left are all incredible cultivators. 

“I just want to go to check things out. I won’t be competing.” Kai smiled and 
followed Chester. to the venue. At that time, there were very few people left at 
the venue because the cultivators who had fallen weren’t willing to watch 
others compete. 

In the end, there were only ten people left. competing against each other. Kai 
took a glance at the contestants and noticed that apart from the top five 
individuals in the Supreme Honor Rankings, Kayden, Claus, and Hailey were 
still left at the scene. 

“Hey, Kai!” Seeing that Kai had woken up, Hailey conceded her battle in the 
arena by leaping into the air and landing before Kai. “You’re awake, Kai! I 
didn’t expect you to regain consciousness so quickly.” Hailey was over the 
moon. 

“You were in battle, no? Why did you leave the arena?” Kai asked in 
puzzlement. She’s already in the later stages of the competition. At this point, 
isn’t every victory incredibly important for their respective secret realms? 

“Don’t worry about it. I don’t mind losing!” Hailey replied nonchalantly. Hailey 
hadn’t broken the rules because she had. already conceded when she left the 
arena. 

On the platform, Quindon suddenly said to Santiago, the master of Violet 
Cloud Palace, “Santiago, it seems like your daughter has set eyes on Kai.” 

“Ha! She has to marry sooner or later.” Santiago chuckled and shifted his 
gaze toward Brad, the master of Waxing Crescent Castle. Hailey and Claus 
were both from Gate of Thunder, and not only were they childhood 
sweethearts, but their families were also setting the two up with each other. 

During the Secret Realm Conference, however, Santiago noticed Hailey’s 
admiration for Kai. At the same time, Santiago also took a liking to Kai upon 
seeing the domineering aura Kai exuded when he killed Windshadow. 



Santiago liked the fact that although Kai wasn’t very strong, the young man 
had endless potential. 

“Although Kai’s cultivation level isn’t high, the strengths and endurance he has 
shown are unheard of. Besides, he managed to recover fully within a few 
days. How incredible is that?” Windmist was singing Kai’s praises. 
Considering how Kai had just murdered Windshadow, Windmist’s apprentice, 
a few days ago, it was odd to hear Windmist praising Kai. 

Nevertheless, Windmist had his reasons for doing so. He was hoping that the 
others would start keeping tabs on Kai. Not only did Kai have a strong body, 
but he also possessed multiple magical items. Windmist believed that the 
others were very intrigued by Kai. If Kai becomes everyone’s research 
subject, he’ll soon become a lab rat and lose control of his life! 

“ Kai’s body is indeed mysterious…” Quindon uttered flatly while narrowing his 
eyes. 

 


